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Abstract
The release of The New Zealand Curriculum (2007) will inevitably yield challenges and

possibilities for teachers of Physical Education in both primary and secondary schools.

In this paper I describe the vision and key competencies embedded in this new curriculum

and discuss their relationship to Physical Education. Drawing on the voices of secondary

school students, I interrogate the opportunities that students envisage for developing key

competencies in Physical Education. I propose that students can, and do, afford significant

insight into how teachers may enact key competencies in curriculum learning and that it is

critical thinking that will enable both students and teachers to understand and relate to the

movement culture in meaningful and relevant ways.
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Introduction
Curriculum change sometimes feels like the only constant in physical education teachers'
lives. Since the introduction of the Health and Physical Education in the New Zealand
Curriculum (1999), a range of curriculum models, philosophies, and pedagogies have been
embraced by many New Zealand physical education teachers in their effort to align their
teaching and learning programmes more closely with the philosophy of this document.
Just as many were coming to grips with the conceptual underpinnings of this curriculum
and beginning to understand what Hauora and socio-ecological perspectives, for example,
might mean for how they work, yet another curriculum change was launched. The
release of The New Zealand Curriculum (2007) will undoubtedly yield more challenges and
potentially more possibilities for physical educators to consider and implement curriculum
differently. In this paper I briefly point to the key changes embedded in this revised
curriculum. First, I describe how the 'new' vision and key competencies embedded in the
new curriculum relate to learning in Physical Education. Secondly, I draw on the voices of
secondary school students to consider the opportunities these key competencies may
present for Physical Education.
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New Zealand curriculum vision and key competencies
The role of che curriculum is co sec che dirección for learning in formal schooling. The New

Zealand Curriculum (NZC) ouclines a vision for young people who will become "confidenc,

connecced, accively involved and lifelong learners" (Miniscry of Educación, 2007, p.12). Ic

is a vision where young people will develop che necessary compecencies co scudy, work,

and live co cheir pocencial. To meec chis vision, che curriculum documenc provides a sec

of principles co underpin school decision-making, values co be encouraged, modeled, and

explored, and key compecencies for living and life-long learning.

Rychen (2003) deñned a compecency as "che abilicy co successfully meec complex demands

in a parcicular concexc chrough che mobilisacion of knowledge, cognicive skills, buc also

praccical skills, as well as social and behaviour componencs such as accicudes, emocions,

and values and mocivacions" (p. 3). Compecencies are boch complex and holiscic in nacure.

This is supporced by Carr (2004a) who scaces chac compecencies are more complex chan

skills. She suggescs chac chey include "che capacicy co recognise cheir relevance on differenc

occasions, che responsibilicy co reflect on cheir value and incenc, and che motivación co

exercise chem" (p. 6). Wich che release of che NZC (2007), che key compecencies of chinking,

using language, symbols and cexcs, managing self, relacing co ochers, and parcicipacing and

concribucing were lisced as che compecencies people use co "live, learn, work and concribuce

as accive members of cheir communicies" (p. 12).

The key competencies and physical education
The explicic ceaching of specific compecencies chac are pare of or relace co key

compecencies is noc new co physical educacors. The underlying concepcs of che Healch

and Physical Educación Learning Area wichin che New Zealand Curriculum (2007) provide a

framework chac enables physical educación ceaching and learning programmes co provide

learning opporcunicies chac concribuce co che developmenc of che whole person. The

incer-dependenc and incer-relaced underlying concepcs of Hauora, Accicudes and Values,

che Socio-ecological Perspeccive, and Healch Promoción are well-aligned co che vision and

incenc of che New Zealand Curriculum (2007) and che key compecencies. The need for

teachers of Physical Educación co underpin teaching and learning programmes with these

concepcs, while providing learning opporcunicies across four scrands and wichin seven key

areas of learning, while also caking accounc for scudenc needs, would suggesc chat teachers

of Physical Education have the abilicy co ensure chac the key competencies, principles, and

values of che NZC (2007) are addressed. However, while chere is a good macch becween

Physical Educación and che key compecencies, one of che greacesc challenges for teachers

will be to ensure chat the key competencies are noc creaced as a furcher and separate sec of

achievemenc objeccives. This would potentially risk the loss ofthe holiscic nacure of che key

compecencies and of Physical Educación icself

The socio-cricical nacure of che Health and Physical Education in the New Zealand

Curriculum (1999) enables che developmenc of holiscic learning programmes where
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competencies, skills, attitudes, and values can be developed in authentic and social learning
environments. The theoretical framework most suggested for learning and developing key
competencies reflects the socio-cultural perspective on learning, where learning is socially-
situated, where people, the natural world, and the built world are integral in making
learning meaningful (Burrows, 2005; Carr, 2004b). Within a socio-cultural perspective,
teachers can enable students' understanding of the social contexts in which learning takes
place and the transferability of learning to other contexts (Brewerton, 2004; Burrows 2005;
Culpan, 1997).

Physical Education provides learning in, through, and about movement (Arnold, 1979).
In learning in and througin movement. Physical Education provides opportunities to
explicitly learn about, apply, develop, and reflect on the key competencies. Discussions
with teachers at recent Physical Education New Zealand conferences and meetings
reflect a growing agreement amongst teachers that, not only is Physical Education well-
placed to provide learning in relation to the key competencies, but that existing teaching
and learning programmes are, in many cases, already doing so. Within Physical Education,
the strands and achievement objectives invite opportunities to explicitly teach skills and
attitudes that contribute to a number of the key competencies. For example, within the
curriculum strand, Relationships with Other People, explicit teaching is necessary in order
for students to "develop understandings, skills and attitudes that enhance their interactions
and relationships with others" (Ministry of Education, 2007, p. 22). In addition to this,
there are opportunities to apply, support, and er\able the key competencies. In chese cases,
the competency can be developed, supported, or even challenged through the learning
process, leading to a related, but difl^erent, learning outcome. For example, in a learning
opportunity where the intended learning relates to analysing beliefs about exercise, fitness,
and health, then the key competency of thinking is a necessary competency within this
learning, but not necessarily the planned or assessed learning.

In considering the enactment of key competencies in relation to Physical Education,
Burrows (2005) cautions physical educators about the potential 'pitfalls' of viewing key
competencies in particular ways. In particular, she suggests that it will be important to
differentiate managing self from 'individualism' and 'healthism.' Within healthism, physical
activity and health are linked in an unquestioning way and health is viewed as principally
the responsibility of the 'individual,' neglecting wider societal factors (Cillespie, 2003; Kirk &
Colquhoun, 1989; Sparkes, 1989). Managing self, viewed through the lens of the underlying
concepts of the Health and Physical Educatior] in the New Zealand Curriculum (1999), will
enable students to understand the way managing self is located within broader socio-
cultural contexts. That is, managing self will 'look' and 'feel' different for different people.

Further, mind-body dichotomies have plagued Physical Education over time (Burrows,
2005; Culpan, 1996/1997; Ross, 2004). Physical educators have embraced 'learning in,
through, and about movement,' and have developed programmes that embed thinking
within movement experiences. A return to any dualistic approach, where the mind and
body are separated, would be detrimental to the potential that Physical Education has
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wichin che educación of che whole person. Thac che NZC (2007) has not addressed che

concepc of human embodimenc wichin che key compecencies remains a concern.

The compecency of "using language, symbols, and cexcs" provides Physical Educación wich

an opporcunicy co celebrate and highlighc che imporcance of che language of movemenc.

Noc only is movemenc che vehicle for underscanding che body of knowledge of Physical

Educación, ic has che pocencial co facilicace underscanding of culcural and social values and

praccices. Through relevanc and meaningful learning concexcs, scudencs can be provided

wich che opporcunicy co cricically examine che sociecy of which chey are pare and cricique

nocions of body, idencicy, and healch. Relacing co ochers, and Parcicipacing and Concribucing

are also key compecencies chac Physical Educación has been inscrumencal in developing

chrough che implemencacion of che Health in the New Zealand Curriculum (1999) and

previous curricula. These are compecencies inherenc in learning in Physical Educación and

are explicic wichin che Healch and Physical Educación Learning Area scacemenc, scrands, and

achievemenc objeccives of che New Zealand Curriculum (2007).

What do students say about the key competencies?
Cricically refleccing on one's praccice as a ceacher includes close examinacion of underlying

assumpcions chac conscrain and shape praccice. Refleccion also means considering why

parcicular choices of curriculum implemencacion are made and examining how differenc

concexcs influence ceaching and learning (Core, 1987; Hellison & Templin, 1991; Moallem,

1987; Smyche 1989). Brookfield (1995) suggescs one of che useful cricically refleccive lenses

chrough which we can view our own ceaching is chac of our scudencs' eyes.

Curriculum developmenc and perhaps, CO a lesser excenc, ceaching and learning

programmes are ordinarily che preserve of adules. Hayes, Mills, Chriscie, and Lingard (2006)

suggesc chac in order co make a posicive difference in che lives of young people, we need

CO liscen co che voices of scudencs in maccers chac concern chem, including curriculum.

The Youch Developmenc Scracegy Aocearoa (Miniscry of Youch Affairs, 2002) supporcs chis

sencimenc in ouclining che need for young people co have inpuc inco decisions chac affecc

chem.

Acknowledging che imporcance of scudenc voice in che classroom means acknowledging

scudencs' accive roles in che learning process. Teaching praccices chac engage scudenc

voices can enhance and enable learning by acknowledging che classroom as a learning

communicy. The consideración of scudenc voice may beccer prepare scudencs co meec che

challenges of assessmenc, while also providing an imporcanc source of challenge co che

legicimacy of chose scandards. Furcher, scudencs can make cricical concribucions co co-

conscruccing che curriculum alongside ceachers (Brooker & Macdonald, 1999; Burrows &

Wrighc, 2004; Hamilcon, 2006; Kane, Maw & Chimwayange, 2006; Kordalewski, 1999).

The developmenc of che New Zealand curriculum (2007) has been a collaboracive process

and specific accempcs have been made co draw young people inco chis process (School
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Stories, New Zealand Curriculum Online, 2008). Given these kinds of opportunities, young
people are cons:ruc:ing their O'wn meanings for questions relating to curriculum, school
visions, and key competencies. They have important knowledge to contribute and they
can help us re-envision what we do, how we do it, and why. The small contribution of the
following work aims to move towards further foregrounding voices of young people and
taking seriously what they have to offer.

In order to further understand what students in one school might consider important
learning opportunities for them to develop the key competencies, I undertook
conversations with nineteen secondary school students during 2008. While I make no claim
as to the scientific rigor of these conversations, I do suggest that these informal teacher-
student conversations afford important understandings regarding teaching practice.

Specifically, I asked a group of school physical education students to consider the
competencies from their perspective as Year 13 students and to identify what they
felt teachers might be doing, saying, and providing to enable the development 'of the
competencies. They were also asked to consider what learning opportunities they felt
would enable students to develop the competencies and to identify examples from their
own experiences, where appropriate. Given that these students have been taught by a
range of teachers throughout their secondary schooling, it was of interest to examine the
diversity of their responses.

Considering the key competencies as holistic, complex, and interrelated, rather than
reporting responses in a way that may suggest a linear process of developing the key
competencies, five general themes relating to their responses in relation to pedagogy and
learning environments were identified. These five identified themes were:

• authentic learning in and through movement
• learning environment and a community of learning
• teaching and learning approaches
• autonomy and action
• challenge.

The key competencies are:
• Thinking (T)
• Relating to others (R)
• Using language, symbols, and texts (U)
• Managing self (M)
• Participating and contributing (P)

For ease of identification the letters in brackets following individual student's statements
relate to the emerging acronym of TRUMP which symbolizes the collection of five key
competencies (e.g. T = thinking etc.). Comments are displayed verbatim, with relatively little
attempt to analyse these. Rather, they are offered in the hope that students' perspectives
may inform our practice, affording a set of unique insights into what works and what does
not work for them.
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Authentic learning in and through movement
Students identified learning in and through movement and being provided with

learning opportunities and activities that provided authentic learning as integral to the

development ofa range of key competencies.

"Being able to see or do, not just have the words is important and makes it real

(e.g. learn anatomy in action)" (U)

"Visual aids such as pictures and video dips helps the understanding of concepts

(e.g. about the body and its portrayals)" (U)

"Ensure activities include fun so people want to participate" (P/R)

"Keep providing competition some of the time, in the classroom as well as in practical

lessons - it motivates some of us" (P)

"Give students the opportunity to lead a task as well as being lead by their peers" (P/R)

"Set challenges that seem difficult but are achievable to boost confidence and self

belief" (A/I)

Learning environment and a community of learning
The identification ofthe learning environment as a learning community and the provision

of co-operative learning, the importance of social settings and groupings, and aspects of

pedagogy were identified as particularly significant for the competency of relating to each

other and thinking.

"Working in collaborative and co-operative groups to add onto other peoples

understanding helps improve understanding and language ofa concept" (U/R)

"Provide problem solving games, and games where we have to develop strategies" (T)

"Keep the fast responders from answering while the rest of us have more time to think

for ourselves" (T)

"Provide tasks where students have to work together as a group to achieve goals -

activities where all the students in a group have to interact" (R)

"Have students always work in different groups to mix with those from different

backgrounds and cultures - but for some things stay in that group so they have to

achieve together over time" (R)

"Problem solving tasks mean we have to communicate and work together(R)

"Tasks that require full involvement from everyone - tasks that need co-operation

ensure participation and contribution" (P)
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Teaching and learning approaches

Related to the previous theme and with some relationship to establishing the learning

environment area, students went as far as identifying some specific learning approaches

that they felt would develop competencies.

"Tasks and activities that ask us to incorporate terminology and new language into

material we already know so we really understand the terms. It helps bring

understanding and confidence" (U)

"Keep encouraging and expecting self-motivation and self direction" (M)

"Expect us to take responsibility for our own learning" (M)

"Talk to individual's one-one about their past experiences which might help them relate

to current context/problem/issue" (T)

"Provide step by step example of processing concepts" (T)

"Rather than tell us how to improve, ask how we can improve themselves" (T)

"Provide even more exemplars of what deep and critical thinking looks like" (T)

"Use different ways to start us thinking - pictures, activity" (T)

"Being taught the skills of e.g. giving feedback and being supportive means we

understand how to and can relate better" (R)

"Use activities that people have different strengths and weaknesses in - e.g. dance

showed afferent peoples strengths and so we can check our own assumptions!" (R)

"Provide situations where participation with friends can happen (e.g school teams

based on groups of friends, not just a level of ability)" (P/R)

Autonomy and action

Autonomy, choice, and taking action, within curriculum and within schooling as a whole,

emerged as important in the development ofa range of competencies.

"Having a chance to help other / younger students encourages involvement of all" (P)

"Having the chance to provide activities (for younger students) gives a feeling of giving' to
the school and to others" (P)

"Discussion and being questioned helps gain new understanding" (U)
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"Provide in-school opportunities for activity that are about just choosing to turn up and

join in on the day" (P)

"Let students choose activities for learning (P)

"Use team activities to show students that they need to do things for others as well as for

themselves e.g. Sport Ed Model" (M)

"Encourage students to be involved in planning of activities, programmes, learning tasks" (M)

"Problem solving tasks mean we need to each manage ourselves (A/I)

"Allowing us to be responsible for our learning" (T)

Challenge
While this theme of 'challenging our thinking' could be seen as a subset of the above
themes, there was sufficient comment to highlight it as a clear teacher strategy that
students saw as beneficial in their learning and development of competencies.

"Don't give answers, but provide a process or framework for thinking through issues (like

the critical thinking model and process)" (T)

"It is great when teachers ask heaps of questions, and keep asking" (T)

"Challenge us to make links to the rest of our lives - to understand the world more" (T)

"Debriefing - asking questions before and after an activity...makes us think about what

we need to do to support and involve others" (T/R)

Implications for teachers
Several key implications for teachers emerge from the above student testimony. First, the
responses suggest that students themselves are aware of the inter-related nature of key
competencies - the fact that more than one might be drawn on at any particular time.
This is supported within the literature (Brewerton, 2004; Burrows, 2005; Rychen, 2002) and
suggests that it is important that teachers are not tempted to treat the key competencies
as a set of stand-alone skills. A recognition of how, when, and where key competencies
can be explicitly taught, enabled, supported and developed will assist teachers of
Physical Education in providing appropriate learning opportunities for students to gain
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values of their physical education programme and
to develop the key competencies on their pathway to becoming "confident, connected,
actively-involved, lifelong learners" (Ministry of Education, 2007, p.12).

Within the theme of authentic learning in and though movement, many of the students'
responses point to their valuing of movement as a learning context. They recognise
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how chis can ensure greacer auchencicicy of casks chac supporcs che developmenc of
competencies, as well as cheir learning. This refleccs Hay (2006) who suggescs chac
auchencic assessmenc in Physical Educación should occur in physical accivicy concexcs and
consider relevanc bio-physical and socio-culcural movemenc concepcs. Movemenc is a
fundamencal aspecc of young people's lives. As scudenc cescimony shows, ic is a known and
familiar concexc and cherefore provides an excellenc vehicle for concribucing co che broader
educación and developmenc of scudencs. Using movemenc as a learning concexc can
inspire a focus on che scudencs' real incerescs and relace learning co cheir own experiences;
ic can provide ceachers wich many 'ceachable momencs' when individuals or groups of
scudencs are ready co learn chrough observación, quescioning, liscening, and modelling.
By valuing movemenc as a learning concexc in ics broadesc sense, ceachers can provide
learning opporcunicies chac can enable scudenc underscanding of che social significance of
movemenc in cheir own and ochers' lives (Arnold, 1979; Culpan, 1997; Macdonald, 2004).

Through cheir responses wichin che cheme of learning environmenc, che scudencs show
chac chey value working co-operacively and collaboracively and recognise chat che learning
environmenc icself can supporc che developmenc of a range of compecencies. However,
chey also suggesc chac for chis learning co occur, opporcunicies need co be explicicly planned
CO achieve parcicular ouccomes. The scudencs' responses highlighced cheir awareness of
how chey chemselves learned and che possible approaches and scracegies chac ceachers use
CO supporc che developmenc of compecencies. Incerescingly, chey also idenciñed che need
CO be explicicly caughc specific skills or compecencies chac lead co che developmenc of a
key compecency such as relacing co ochers. These responses suggesc chac, as ceachers, we
need co ucilise an inquiry-based scyle of ceaching which enables scudenc-cencred accivicies
and learning opporcunicies and explicicly plan for learning and share learning incencions
wich scudencs (Alcon-Lee, 2003; Timperley, Wilson, Barrar & Fung, 2007). Scudencs can be
encouraged co ceach ochers in informal concexcs. This helps chem co incegrace whac chey
have learned and co develop che social skills needed co help ochers learn.

Scudencs idencified scrongly chac by having auconomy and choice wichin cheir learning and
inpuc inco chis, chey were enabled co develop a range of compecencies. They idencify chac
having chances co cake acción and concribuce appears co evoke feelings of auconomy and,
in curn, supporcs key compecencies. While ic is noc che copie of chis paper, recenc liceracure
on scudenc mocivacion and engagemenc (e.g. Meyer, McClure, Walkey, McKenzie & Weir,
2006) suggescs chac secondary school scudencs will be more mocivaced when given che
opporcunicy co make choices and have an influence on cheir own learning and school
parcicipacion. Auconomy and choice suggescs chac ceachers can allow scudencs co sec
individual learning goals and become more refleccive abouc cheir own learning.

A number of scudenc responses indicace chac chey welcome being challenged wichin cheir
learning and chac being challenged is a significanc faccor in che key compecency of chinking.
Perhaps more significanc was chac che responses suggesc chac scudencs are aware chac
being quescioned and challenged is a crucial precursor co chem becoming more cricical as
ch inkers.
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In order co challenge students, teachers need to encourage students to take risks - with
their knowledge as well as within movement contexts. Managing risks and meeting
challenges will undoubtedly enable students to develop a range of competencies within
their physical education learning. Students becoming critical thinkers and discerning
consumers of the movement culture is part of Physical Education's contribution to the
NZCs (2007) vision and development of the key competencies. The adoption of critical
pedagogy and critical thinking (based on critical theory, not simply higher order thinking
skills) in the exploration and understanding of the movement culture allows for new
visions and intellectual curiosities (Bain, 1990; Sage, 1993; Sparkes, 1996). The student
responses remind us ofthe need to provide opportunities for the development of creative
and critical thinking and the use of thinking processes within Physical Education.

The inclusion of learning experiences that prompt critical thinking will enhance the
provision of relevant, meaningful, and stimulating physical education programmes (Culpan
& Bruce, 2007; Gillespie & Culpan, 2000; Sparkes, 1996; Wright, 2004). The identification of
thinking, but not moving, as key competencies has been a cause for concern for physical
educators in that it risks implying a dualism where the mind and body are considered
separate. Of note, however, students do not appear to talk about thinking in a dualistic
way and they seem to recognise that thinking and doing can happen all at once in
particular contexts. Hipkins (2005) reminds us, as do these students, that knowing is indeed
embodied. Physical educators would do well to continue to reinforce the notion that it is
our thinking and moving bodies that connect us to our world (Ross, 2004).

In considering the students' responses and finding commonalities, there is much for
teachers to consider. Many currently used teaching models and processes (e.g. Hellison's
Responsibility Model (Hellison, 2003), Sports Education Model (Siedentop, 1994), Teaching
Games for Understanding (Thorpe, Bunker & Almond, 1986), Experiential Learning Model
(Luckner & Nadler, 1997), Action Competency Cycle (Tasker, 2000), Adapted Critical
Thinking Models and Critical Analysis Process (Gillespie & McBain, 2006) are well placed to
provide learning environments and approaches that will both enable the explicit teaching
of the key competencies, but also support, develop, and enable their use. However,
it appears that in the development of the key competencies, it is not so much which
teaching model teachers chose, but how teachers chose to use these that matters.

Feedback from students suggests that they seek opportunities to think critically about
real life situations to reflect on their own views and how these views are formed. The
commonality that emerges from the students' responses is that the adoption of critical
pedagogy will enhance the provision of relevant, meaningful, and holistic physical
education programmes as well as contribute significantly to the development of the key
competencies ofthe NZC (2007).

Students can clearly articulate the ways in which their physical education experiences have
a future-focus in that they provide an education that supports and develops competencies,
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knowledge, skills, and actitudes for life in the future. While NZC (2007) is seen as a future-

focused document, balance is needed within physical education programmes co ensure

that a focus on the future does not detract from the 'here and now' and that education is

viewed as life, not simply as preparation for life.

An observation of concern

At the time of writing this, it has become increasingly evident (anecdotally) that out of

7}ie New Zealand Cumculuin's (2007) vision, principles, values, key competencies, and

outline for effective pedagogy, it is the key competencies that are seemingly gaining the

most attention from both schools and teachers. Discussion about whether to assess or

not to assess, to teach as themes per term, or to integrate into existing programmes and

achievement objectives is on-going, and there appears to be a risk of not heeding the wide

range of material available which encourages the view that the key competencies provide

a framework for teaching and learning rather than presenting a 'one size fits all' set of

outcomes. For teachers of Physical Education it is more a matter of recognising the ways

in which the key competencies align with physical education curriculum statements and

programmes, and utilising the necessary pedagogy to support the learning. Burrows (2005)

sums this up in her statement:

In some ways the key competencies seem like they were written for Health and Physical

Education. Describing the key competencies is like describing the kinds of dispositions

an HPE curriculum is designed to procure - that is, a young person who can think

critically and creatively to solve movement tasks or analyze health practices, relate

to others in a range of contexts, experience opportunities to belong, participate and

contribute to communities within and outside of school, can take action to increasingly

manage their health and physical well-being and make meaning using the range of

tools afforded them in health and physical education contexts (pp.10-11)

Conclusion

The very fact that students can identify how their learning seems to contribute to the key

competencies and can give their perspective on how it happens best for them highlights

that student voices can provide insight into our teaching and learning programmes and be

a valuable resource for planning and reflecting on our teaching.

The analysis of students' views on learning opportunities in relation to the key

competencies highlights that the key competencies offer further potential for learning

within physical education programmes. The provision of authentic learning experiences

and a learning environment in which students can collaborate, challenge, and be

challenged are central to the development of the competencies. A greater understanding

of and use of pedagogy that will support this development and enhance learning in

Physical Education emerges from the examination of the students' responses. In particular,

the adoption of critical pedagogy and inquiry teaching are seen as strategies for teachers

to utilise within their teaching of Physical Education in order to maximise the learning

potential offered by the NZC (2007), supported by the Health and Physical Education in the
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New Zealand Curriculum (1999). Students report cheir acceptance and even enjoyment of

being challenged in their thinking. It is the disposition and skills of being a critical thinker

that will enable students to make most sense of their world and come to understand the

broad meanings and social and cultural significance ofthe movement culture.

The key competencies, along with the implementation of the NZC (2007), offer physical

educators an opportunity to review and revise teaching and learning programmes. This

group of students has given some insight into the learning opportunities that they see as

leading to the development of key competencies, and it is evident that this is not at the

expense of physical education curriculum learning. Indeed, if teachers view themselves

as 'teachers of students in physical education' rather than 'teachers of physical education'

then the seemingly overwhelming task of addressing student needs, NZC vision, principles,

values, key competencies, physical education underlying concepts, strands, key areas

of learning, and achievement objectives may be more easily united into relevant and

meaningful programmes of Physical Education.
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